
We've Lost the Trail 
 
E.A. Hathaway 
 
"Each breaking wave, each rush of the sea on the slope of sand, reminds me 
why these places of pilgrimage matter. They matter to me because in the long 
view, I do not. I am driftwood. I am rockweed. I am osprey and the mackerel 
in the clutch of her feet. I am a woman standing on the edge of the continent 
looking out." –Terry Tempest Williams  
 
 
Tell them it happened this time on the  
Ishibashi Trail, Palos Verdes 
And that they won't need to come for me  
anymore  
The bend (in me) has gone gray and green  
and back again  
 
I can see the change in blues of the old  
flat pacific from here 
And the southern islands cloud-smothered  
miles off 
 
Tell them the invaders could use a little rain 
but can’t they always 
Though, truthfully, their uniform dry stalks  
swaying tall, crackling, is handsome, if not troubling 
 
We are reminded, there are some  
places where houses cannot be built  
the ground just won't break 
 
See the moles dart in and out across us,  
dog and I, and too many lizards to count 
We've gone in so deep we've forgotten  
there could be men around 

 
When he growls I sing back, laughing a  
sort of bird call 
He picks up scents like on a river raft  
nose pulling him as gravity does  
Down to the sea 



 
Tell them I have been running, fixing these trails 
and they can meet me at the final dusk  
when the long sun has come down at last 
 
We might be out wading in the salt 
or we may be here, atop the western hills, the  
verdant bluffs, sage lined trails 
the scent of buckwheat everywhere 
And a song in my heart called Pilgrim 
 
Tell them  
We might just stay here a while  
Until the shadow of the tree has lipped the night 
The fire inside still brimming 
The land a spark away 
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